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Disease genes

 Knowledge about genes that are associated with human inherited 

diseases (i.e., disease genes) are of  great importance to the 

understanding of  the pathogenesis of  the diseases

 Such knowledge is also crucial to the prevention, diagnosis, and 

treatment of  human diseases

 Drug design

 Find a target protein associated with a disorder

 Design some small molecules (chemical compounds) that are 

complementary in shape and charge to the target protein

 The compounds would be able to bind to and interact with the target and 

thus serve as drugs



The challenge of finding disease genes

 It is therefore of  particular interest to identify disease genes

 Nevertheless, it remains a great challenge to find disease genes…

175 genes

Bowden et al, 1997

Ji et al, 1997

Zouali et al, 1997

20q12-q13.1

Which one ??

Chromosome 20

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=125850



The demand on computational methods

 The molecular bases for about 60% of  human diseases are still 

unknown

 It is therefore indispensable to develop computational methods 

to aid the identification of  disease genes

OMIM statistics as of Jan 4, 2010 Autosomal X-Linked Y-Linked Mitochondrial Total

* Gene with known sequence 12325 609 48 35 13017

+ Gene with known sequence

and phenotype
325 19 0 2 346

# Phenotype description,

molecular basis known
2435 216 4 26 2681

% Mendelian phenotype or locus,

molecular basis unknown
1642 141 5 0 1788

Other, mainly phenotypes with

suspected Mendelian basis
1866 138 2 0 2006

Total 18593 1123 59 63 19838

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim


Supervised learning models

 Binary classification

 Use a (labeled) training set to train a learning machine, and then 

use this machine to predict labels for (unlabeled) test samples

 Positive set: Genes known as associated with a disorder

 Negative set: Genes known as unassociated with a disorder

 Not practical: Positive set is too small (e.g., 1 or 2 genes, even do not 

known), negative set is too large (i.e., most known genes)

 One class novelty learning

 Use a (positive) training set to train a learning machine, 

use the machine to score test samples, and then

rank the test samples according to their scores 

 Positive set: Genes known as associated with a disorder

 Practical: Positive set can be small, negative set is not required



Prioritization of candidate genes

 One-class novelty learning
 Input: a query disease, a set of  seed genes, a set of  candidate genes

 Output: a ranking list of  the candidate genes

 Score and rank the candidate genes, according to their biological 

relevance to the query disease

 Test functions of  candidates with high ranks for their roles in

the query disease
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Guilt-by-association

 Most of  the scoring functions are designed based on the 

“guilt-by-association” principle

 A gene is likely to cause a disease if  it shares some common 

characteristics with genes known as associated with the disease

(seed genes)

 Characteristics

 Sequence features (e.g., Sequence similarity)

 Expression patterns (e.g., Co-expression coefficient)

 Functional annotations (e.g., GO similarity)

 Network-based features (e.g., Proximity in a biological network)

 …



Protein-protein interaction networks

 Proteins that lie closer to one another in a protein-protein 

interaction (PPI) network are more likely to have similar 

functions

Sharan et al, MSB 2007



Approaches based on Interactome

 Human Interactome (protein-protein interaction networks) 

can provide a simplified yet systematic view of  the functional 

relationships of  all genes and their products

Köhler et al, AJHG, 2008



Distance measures

 Direct neighbor (DN)

 +1 if  two genes are connected

 + if  two genes are not connected

 Shortest path (SP)

 Length of  the shortest path between two genes in a network

 Laplace kernel (SL)

 Gaussian kernel (SG)

 Diffusion kernel (DK)

SL( , ) exp{ SP( , )}u v u v

2SG( , ) exp{ SP ( , )}u v u v

DK exp{ D )}( A



Such methods depend on seed genes

 Genes known as associated with the disease (seed genes) under 

investigation are in general quite limited, thereby impairing the 

power of  these methods

 For diseases with unknown genetic bases, these methods cannot 

be applied

Can we borrow seed genes of other diseases to help the 

prediction of disease genes for the query disease?



Disease as a multi-layered network

Diseases
Obesity, Diabetes, 

Hypertension, 

Cancer…

Clinical traits
Weight, Cholesterol, 

Insulin, Glucose, 

Fat...

Molecule
Protein/mRNA

APOA2, BRCA1, 

APOE…

Sequence
SNP/CNV

rs10507949…



Similarity between diseases

 Diseases as vectors in a high dimensional space of  clinical traits

 Similarity between diseases — closeness between vectors

Brunner and van Driel, Nature Review Genetics, 2004



Text mining of the human phenome

 Pair-wise similarity of  5000+ human diseases

 Extracted from the OMIM database

 Medical Subject Headings vocabulary (MeSH)

 Similarities as cosines of  the angles between vectors

100050 100070 100100 100200 100300

100050 1.0000 0.0890 0.3617 0.2663 0.3686

100070 0.0890 1.0000 0.0874 0.0268 0.1481

100100 0.3617 0.0874 1.0000 0.0424 0.2700

100200 0.2663 0.0268 0.0424 1.0000 0.2158

100300 0.3686 0.1481 0.2700 0.2158 1.0000

van Driel et al, EJHG, 2006



A linear regression model
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Explain the similarity between two diseases using the linear combination of the 

proximity between genes associated with the two diseases in the PPI network

Wu et al, Molecular Systems Biology, 2008
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CIPHER

Wu et al, Molecular Systems Biology, 2008

Correlating protein Interaction network and PHEnotype network to 

pRedict disease genes

Wu et al, Molecular Systems Biology, 2008



Evaluation

 Leave-one-out cross-validation experiments under 3 scenarios

 Linkage interval scan (1 versus ~108 genes around the gene)

 Random control scan (1 versus 99 genes selected at random)

 Whole-genome scan (1 versus 8,919 genes over the genome)

 Comparison

 Compared with multiple methods based on fold enrichment

 Compared with a method using the same type of  data

 Compared with a method of  genomic data fusion

 Genes causing multiple diseases

 Disease gene degree bias

 Noise in protein-protein interaction network

 Noise in disease similarity data



CIPHER is accurate, fast, and robust to noise in the input data



Case study: Breast cancer

 Breast cancer: the second most common type of  cancer and the 

fifth most common cause of  cancer death

 BRCA1 and BRCA2: account for <5% breast cancer

 OMIM: 22 suspicious genes (16 in HPRD)



A genetic landscape of human diseases

The quantitative association 

between 5,000+ diseases and 

14,000+ genes, including 

diseases without known genes 

or even without known linkage 

locus

The most comprehensive prediction 

of  human disease genes 



http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/cipher/

http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/cipher/
http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/cipher/
http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/cipher/


Network alignment

 Sequence alignment — similarity in linear structure

...AATAACAAGATCCAAGATCGCCAGGCGAACAAGATCCAGC...

...AATAACAACATCCAGGCGAATAACAAGATCCAGGCGTTTT...

 Network alignment — similarity in topological structure
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Homogenous alignment of PPI networks

Kelley et al , PNAS, 2003

Sharan et al, PNAS, 2004



Heterogeneous alignment of 

human phenome and interactome

 Input

 Phenome (diseases network)

 4256 diseases

 30551 edges (similarity > 0.5)

 Interactome (HPRD PPI network)

 8919 proteins

 34364 protein-protein interactions

 Disease-gene links

 1149 known disease-gene relationships

 Output

 Bi-modules

 Alignment tool

 NetworkBlast

http://chianti.ucsd.edu/nct/index.php

Phenome

Interactome

Align with 

NetworkBlast
Bi-module



39 Bi-modules



Enriched categories and functions

All bi-modules are enriched with a specific disease category and a specific 

gene function at the significance level 0.05

Gene functions are analyzed using DAVID (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). Disease categories are obtained from (Goh et al, PNAS,

2007). P-values are calculated using Fisher’s exact test.



Prediction of novel disease genes (AlignPI)

 Assume disease-gene links between the query disease and 

candidate genes

 Align the disease network with the PPI network

 Predict candidate gene(s) aligned with the query disease as being 

associated with the disease



Performance at different score threshold

Disease network is aligned with the HPRD PPI network



http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/alignpi/

http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/cipher/
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